Dynamic modeling and network approaches for omics time course data: overview of computational approaches and applications.
Inferring networks and dynamics of genes, proteins, cells and other biological entities from high-throughput biological omics data is a central and challenging issue in computational and systems biology. This is essential for understanding the complexity of human health, disease susceptibility and pathogenesis for Predictive, Preventive, Personalized and Participatory (P4) system and precision medicine. The delineation of the possible interactions of all genes/proteins in a genome/proteome is a task for which conventional experimental techniques are ill suited. Urgently needed are rapid and inexpensive computational and statistical methods that can identify interacting candidate disease genes or drug targets out of thousands that can be further investigated or validated by experimentations. Moreover, identifying biological dynamic systems, and simultaneously estimating the important kinetic structural and functional parameters, which may not be experimentally accessible could be important directions for drug-disease-gene network studies. In this article, we present an overview and comparison of recent developments of dynamic modeling and network approaches for time-course omics data, and their applications to various biological systems, health conditions and disease statuses. Moreover, various data reduction and analytical schemes ranging from mathematical to computational to statistical methods are compared including their merits, drawbacks and limitations. The most recent software, associated web resources and other potentials for the compared methods are also presented and discussed in detail.